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Abstract
We discuss lattice simulations of the ground state of dilute neutron matter at next-
to-leading order in chiral effective field theory. In a previous paper the coefficients of the
next-to-leading-order lattice action were determined by matching nucleon-nucleon scattering
data for momenta up to the pion mass. Here the same lattice action is used to simulate the
ground state of up to 12 neutrons in a periodic cube using Monte Carlo. We explore the
density range from 2% to 8% of normal nuclear density and analyze the ground state energy
as an expansion about the unitarity limit with corrections due to finite scattering length,
effective range, and P -wave interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This is the second of a pair of papers studying chiral effective field theory on the lattice
at next-to-leading order. In the first paper [1] we used nucleon-nucleon scattering data at
low energies to determine unknown operator coefficients of the next-to-leading-order lattice
action. We also tested model independence of the effective theory at fixed lattice spacing by
computing next-to-leading-order corrections for two different leading-order lattice actions.
In this paper we use the Gaussian-smeared lattice actions LO2 and NLO2 defined in [1] to
simulate dilute neutron matter in a periodic cube. We probe the density range from 2% to
8% of normal nuclear matter density. Neutron-rich matter at this density is likely present
in the inner crust of neutron stars [2, 3]. The Pauli suppression of three-body forces in
dilute neutron matter makes it a good testing ground for chiral effective field theory applied
to many-nucleon systems.
The organization of the paper is as follows. We review the lattice interactions contained
in the leading-order (LO) and next-to-leading-order (NLO) transfer matrices. These transfer
matrices are rewritten in terms of one-body interactions with auxiliary fields. This allows
us to simulate the ground state of the many-neutron system using transfer matrix projection
and hybrid Monte Carlo. The results of the simulations are compared with published results
for the ground state energy. We also analyze the ground state energy as an expansion near
the unitarity limit, where the scattering length is infinite and the interactions have negligible
range.
II. LATTICE TRANSFER MATRICES WITHOUT AUXILIARY FIELDS
In [1] we defined the lattice transfer matrix MLO2 at leading order and MNLO2 at next-to-
leading order. We use the same lattice conventions here and briefly summarize the relevant
definitions in the appendix. Throughout we use spatial lattice spacing a = (100 MeV)−1
and temporal lattice spacing at = (70 MeV)
−1. We take for our physical constants m =
938.92 MeV as the nucleon mass, mπ = 138.08 MeV as the pion mass, fπ = 93 MeV as
the pion decay constant, and gA = 1.26 as the nucleon axial charge. In [1] we also defined
lattice actionsMLO1 and MNLO1. Given the significant computational resources required for
the Monte Carlo simulations, we use only the Gaussian-smeared actions MLO2 and MNLO2.
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These yield a slightly better description of the S-wave interactions expected to be dominant
in dilute neutron matter. Since we consider only one version of the lattice action here
we drop the subscript “2” and write MLO and MNLO. Tests of model independence using
different lattice actions and lattice spacings will be pursued in future studies.
The leading-order lattice transfer matrix is
MLO =: exp

−Hfreeαt − αt2L3
∑
~q
f(q2)
[
Cρa
†,a(~q)ρa
†,a(−~q) + CI2
∑
I
ρa
†,a
I (~q)ρ
a†,a
I (−~q)
]
+
g2Aα
2
t
8f 2πqπ
∑
S1,S2,I
∑
~n1,~n2
GS1S2(~n1 − ~n2)ρa
†,a
S1,I
(~n1)ρ
a†,a
S2,I
(~n2)

 : . (1)
All of the terms appearing in Eq. (1) were defined in [1] and summarized in the appendix.
The isospin of any two-neutron state is Iz = −1, I = 1. Therefore only the linear combina-
tion
CI=1 = C + CI2 (2)
contributes to systems with only neutrons. As in [1] the coefficient CI=1 is set to −3.414×
10−5 MeV−2.
At next-to-leading order the lattice transfer matrix is
MNLO =: exp

−Hfreeαt − αt2L3
∑
~q
f(q2)
[
Cρa
†,a(~q)ρa
†,a(−~q) + CI2
∑
I
ρa
†,a
I (~q)ρ
a†,a
I (−~q)
]
− αt
[
∆V +∆VI2 + Vq2 + VI2,q2 + VS2,q2 + VS2,I2,q2 + V(q·S)2 + VI2,(q·S)2 + V
I=1
(iq×S)·k
]
+
g2Aα
2
t
8f 2πqπ
∑
S1,S2,I
∑
~n1,~n2
GS1S2(~n1 − ~n2)ρa
†,a
S1,I
(~n1)ρ
a†,a
S2,I
(~n2)

 : . (3)
The NLO corrections to the leading-order contact interactions are
∆V =
1
2
∆C :
∑
~n
ρa
†,a(~n)ρa
†,a(~n) :, (4)
∆VI2 =
1
2
∆CI2 :
∑
~n,I
ρa
†,a
I (~n)ρ
a†,a
I (~n) : . (5)
Again only the I = 1 combination contributes to neutron-neutron scattering,
∆CI=1 = ∆C +∆CI2 . (6)
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There are seven independent NLO contact interactions with two derivatives,
Vq2 = −1
2
Cq2 :
∑
~n,l
ρa
†,a(~n)▽2l ρ
a†,a(~n) :, (7)
VI2,q2 = −1
2
CI2,q2 :
∑
~n,I,l
ρa
†,a
I (~n)▽
2
l ρ
a†,a
I (~n) :, (8)
VS2,q2 = −1
2
CS2,q2 :
∑
~n,S,l
ρa
†,a
S (~n)▽
2
l ρ
a†,a
S (~n) :, (9)
VS2,I2,q2 = −1
2
CS2,I2,q2 :
∑
~n,S,I,l
ρa
†,a
S,I (~n)▽
2
l ρ
a†,a
S,I (~n) :, (10)
V(q·S)2 =
1
2
C(q·S)2 :
∑
~n
∑
S
∆Sρ
a†,a
S (~n)
∑
S′
∆S′ρ
a†,a
S′ (~n) :, (11)
VI2,(q·S)2 =
1
2
CI2,(q·S)2 :
∑
~n,I
∑
S
∆Sρ
a†,a
S,I (~n)
∑
S′
∆S′ρ
a†,a
S′,I (~n) :, (12)
V I=1(iq×S)·k = −
i
2
CI=1(iq×S)·k

34 :
∑
~n,l,S,l′
εl,S,l′
[
Πa
†,a
l (~n)∆l′ρ
a†,a
S (~n) + Π
a†,a
l,S (~n)∆l′ρ
a†,a(~n)
]
:
+
1
4
:
∑
~n,l,S,l′,I
εl,S,l′
[
Πa
†,a
l,I (~n)∆l′ρ
a†,a
S,I (~n) + Π
a†,a
l,S,I(~n)∆l′ρ
a†,a
I (~n)
]
:

 . (13)
The various static densities, current densities, and symbols ∆l and ▽
2
l , are defined in the
appendix. The V I=1(iq×S)·k interaction is already projected onto I = 1. The other interactions
give three independent I = 1 coefficients,
CI=1q2 = Cq2 + CI2,q2, (14)
CI=1S2,q2 = CS2,q2 + CS2,I2,q2 , (15)
CI=1(q·S)2 = C(q·S)2 + CI2,(q·S)2. (16)
There are a total of five independent I = 1 coefficients at NLO. These were computed
in [1] using the spherical wall method [4]. The values of the I = 1 coefficients are shown
in Table I. While the LO terms in the transfer matrix are iterated nonperturbatively, the
contribution from each NLO interaction is computed using first-order perturbation theory.
In Fig. 1 the resulting scattering phase shifts for the I = 1 singlet S-wave and triplet P -waves
are shown together with partial wave results from [5]. The five arrows show data points used
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TABLE I: Results for I = 1 NLO operator coefficients
∆CI=1 −7.7× 10−7 MeV−2
CI=1q2 −1.42 × 10−9 MeV−4
CI=1S2,q2 −4.53× 10−10 MeV−4
CI=1(q·S)2 −1.80× 10−10 MeV−4
CI=1(iq×S)·k 9.81 × 10−11 MeV−4
to determine the five I = 1 NLO coefficients. There are also four other data points used
in [1] to determine the four I = 0 coefficients, but these are irrelevant for neutron-neutron
scattering.
Up until this point our lattice formalism has been constructed for a general system of
low-energy nucleons. For reasons of numerical efficiency for the Monte Carlo simulation
we now specialize to the case where all nucleons are neutrons. With this restriction the
following replacements are possible:
Cρa
†,a(~q)ρa
†,a(−~q) + CI2
∑
I
ρa
†,a
I (~q)ρ
a†,a
I (−~q)→ CI=1ρa
†,a(~q)ρa
†,a(−~q), (17)
∑
S1,S2,I
∑
~n1,~n2
GS1S2(~n1 − ~n2)ρa
†,a
S1,I
(~n1)ρ
a†,a
S2,I
(~n2)→
∑
S1,S2
∑
~n1,~n2
GS1S2(~n1 − ~n2)ρa
†,a
S1
(~n1)ρ
a†,a
S2
(~n2).
(18)
This change has no effect on the interactions between neutrons but leads to the simplified
transfer matrix,
MLO → : exp

−Hfreeαt − C
I=1αt
2L3
∑
~q
f(q2)ρa
†,a(~q)ρa
†,a(−~q)
+
g2Aα
2
t
8f 2πqπ
∑
S1,S2
∑
~n1,~n2
GS1S2(~n1 − ~n2)ρa
†,a
S1
(~n1)ρ
a†,a
S2
(~n2)

 : . (19)
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FIG. 1: Scattering phase shifts for the I = 1 singlet S-wave and triplet P -waves versus center-
of-mass momentum. The five arrows show data points used to determine the five I = 1 NLO
coefficients.
At next-to-leading order the simplified neutron transfer matrix is
MNLO → : exp

−Hfreeαt − C
I=1αt
2L3
∑
~q
f(q2)ρa
†,a(~q)ρa
†,a(−~q)
− αt
[
∆CI=1
∆C
∆V +
CI=1q2
Cq2
Vq2 +
CI=1S2,q2
CS2,q2
VS2,q2 +
CI=1(q·S)2
C(q·S)2
V(q·S)2 + V
I=1
(iq×S)·k
]
+
g2Aα
2
t
8f 2πqπ
∑
S1,S2,
∑
~n1,~n2
GS1S2(~n1 − ~n2)ρa
†,a
S1
(~n1)ρ
a†,a
S2
(~n2)

 : . (20)
In the following we use these simplified forms for the leading-order and next-to-leading-order
transfer matrices.
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III. LATTICE TRANSFER MATRICES WITH AUXILIARY FIELDS
The transfer matrices in Eq. (19) and (20) can be rewritten as one-body interactions with
auxiliary fields. This auxiliary-field formulation is useful for the many-body simulation.
The exact equivalence between lattice formalisms with and without auxiliary fields was
shown in [6, 7]. We summarize the results here.
In neutron-neutron scattering only the neutral pion contributes to one-pion exchange. Up
to this point we have been writing the rescaled neutral pion field as π′3. In the following we
drop the subscript “3” and simply write π′. Let M (nt)(π′, s) be the leading-order auxiliary-
field transfer matrix at time step nt,
M (nt)(π′, s) =: exp
{
−Hfreeαt + gAαt
2fπ
√
qπ
∑
S
∆Sπ
′(~n, nt)ρ
a†,a
S (~n)
+
√
−CI=1αt
∑
~n
s(~n, nt)ρ
a†,a(~n)
}
: . (21)
We can write MLO as the normalized integral
MLO =
∫
Dπ′Ds e−S
(nt)
pipi −S
(nt)
ss M (nt)(π′, s)∫
Dπ′Ds e−S
(nt)
pipi −S
(nt)
ss
, (22)
where S
(nt)
ππ is the piece of the instantaneous pion action in Eq. (A18) containing the neutral
pion field at time step nt,
S(nt)ππ (π
′) =
1
2
∑
~n
π′(~n, nt)π
′(~n, nt)− αt
qπ
∑
~n,l
π′(~n, nt)π
′(~n+ lˆ, nt), (23)
and S
(nt)
ss is the auxiliary-field action at time step nt,
S(nt)ss =
1
2
∑
~n,~n′
s(~n, nt)f
−1(~n− ~n′)s(~n′, nt), (24)
with
f−1(~n− ~n′) = 1
L3
∑
~q
1
f(q2)
e−i~q·(~n−~n
′). (25)
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The NLO interactions require several additional auxiliary fields. Let
U (nt)(ε) =
∑
~n
ερ(~n, nt)ρ
a†,a(~n) +
∑
~n,S
ερS(~n, nt)ρ
a†,a
S (~n) +
∑
~n,S
ε∆Sρ(~n, nt)∆Sρ
a†,a(~n)
+
∑
~n,S,S′
ε∆SρS′ (~n, nt)∆Sρ
a†,a
S′ (~n) +
∑
~n,l
ε▽2
l
ρ(~n, nt)▽
2
l ρ
a†,a(~n)
+
∑
~n,l,S
ε
▽
2
l
ρS(~n, nt)▽
2
l ρ
a†,a
S (~n) +
∑
~n,l
εΠl(~n, nt)Π
a†,a
l (~n) +
∑
~n,l,S
εΠl,S(~n, nt)Π
a†,a
l,S (~n).
(26)
With these extra fields and linear functional U (nt)(ε) we define
M (nt)(π′, s, ε) =: exp
{
−Hfreeαt + gAαt
2fπ
√
qπ
∑
S
∆Sπ
′(~n, nt)ρ
a†,a
S (~n)
+
√
−CI=1αt
∑
~n
s(~n, nt)ρ
a†,a(~n) +
√
αtU
(nt)(ε)
}
: . (27)
We also define the normalized integral,
M (nt)(ε) =
∫
Dπ′Ds e−S
(nt)
pipi −S
(nt)
ss M (nt)(π′, s, ε)∫
Dπ′Ds e−S
(nt)
pipi −S
(nt)
ss
. (28)
When all ε fields are set to zero we recover MLO,
M (nt)(0) = MLO. (29)
To first order the NLO interactions in MNLO can be written as a sum of bilinear derivatives
of M (nt)(ε) with respect to the ε fields at ε = 0,
MNLO =MLO
− 1
2
∆CI=1
∑
~n
δ
δερ(~n, nt)
δ
δερ(~n, nt)
M (nt)(ε)
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
+
1
2
CI=1q2
∑
~n
δ
δερ(~n, nt)
δ
δε
▽
2
l
ρ(~n, nt)
M (nt)(ε)
∣∣∣∣∣
ε=0
+ · · · . (30)
IV. TRANSFER MATRIX PROJECTION METHOD
We use the transfer matrix projection method introduced in [8]. First we give a short
overview using simple continuum notation. Let
∣∣Ψfree〉 be a Slater determinant of free-
particle standing waves in a periodic cube for N neutrons. Let HLO be the Hamiltonian at
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leading order, and HNLO be the Hamiltonian at next-to-leading order. Let HSU(2) 6π be the
same as HLO, but with one-pion exchange turned off by setting gA to zero. As the notation
suggests, HSU(2) 6π is invariant under an exact SU(2) intrinsic-spin symmetry.
Let us define a trial wavefunction
|Ψ(t′)〉 = exp (−HSU(2)6πt′) ∣∣Ψfree〉 . (31)
In this approach exp
(−HSU(2) 6πt′) acts as an approximate low-energy filter. In the auxiliary-
field Monte Carlo calculation this part of the Euclidean time propagation is positive definite
for any even number of neutrons invariant under the SU(2) intrinsic-spin symmetry [9, 10,
11]. With this trial wavefunction we define the amplitude,
Z(t) = 〈Ψ(t′)| exp (−HLOt) |Ψ(t′)〉 , (32)
as well as the transient energy,
ELO(t) = − ∂
∂t
[lnZ(t)] . (33)
In limit of large Euclidean time t we get
lim
t→∞
ELO(t) = E0,LO, (34)
where E0,LO is the energy of the lowest eigenstate |Ψ0〉 of HLO with nonzero inner product
with |Ψ(t′)〉.
To compute the expectation value of some operator O we define
ZO(t) = 〈Ψ(t′)| exp (−HLOt/2)O exp (−HLOt/2) |Ψ(t′)〉 . (35)
The expectation value of O for |Ψ0〉 is given by the large t limit,
lim
t→∞
ZO(t)
Z(t)
= 〈Ψ0|O |Ψ0〉 . (36)
Let HNLO be the next-to-leading-order Hamiltonian. Corrections to the energy at next-to-
leading order can be computed using O = HNLO −HLO. Then
lim
t→∞
ZO(t)
Z(t)
= E0,NLO − E0,LO, (37)
where E0,NLO is the ground state energy at next-to-leading order.
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On the lattice we construct |Ψ(t′)〉 using
|Ψ(t′)〉 = (MSU(2) 6π)Lto ∣∣Ψfree〉 , (38)
where t′ = Ltoαt and Lto is the number of “outer” time steps. The amplitude Z(t) is
constructed using
Z(t) = 〈Ψ(t′)| (MLO)Lti |Ψ(t′)〉 , (39)
where t = Ltiαt and Lti is the number of “inner” time steps. The transient energy
ELO(t+ αt/2) (40)
is given by the ratio of the amplitudes for t and t+ αt,
e−ELO(t+αt/2)·αt =
Z(t + αt)
Z(t)
. (41)
The ground state energy E0,LO equals the asymptotic limit,
E0,LO = lim
t→∞
ELO(t+ αt/2). (42)
For the ground state energy at NLO we compute expectation values of MNLO and MLO
inserted in the middle of a string of LO transfer matrices,
ZMNLO(t) = 〈Ψ(t′)| (MLO)Lti/2MNLO (MLO)Lti/2 |Ψ(t′)〉 , (43)
ZMLO(t) = 〈Ψ(t′)| (MLO)Lti/2MLO (MLO)Lti/2 |Ψ(t′)〉 . (44)
Clearly ZMLO(t) is the same as Z(t+ αt). We use the ratio of amplitudes,
ZMNLO(t)
ZMLO(t)
= 1−∆ENLO(t)αt + · · · , (45)
to define the transient NLO energy correction ∆ENLO(t). The ellipsis denotes terms which
are beyond first order in the NLO coefficients. The NLO ground state energy E0,NLO is
calculated using
E0,NLO = E0,LO + lim
t→∞
∆E0,NLO(t), (46)
The Monte Carlo simulation is carried out using the auxiliary-field formulations of the
transfer matrices. Integrations over auxiliary and pion field configurations are computed
using hybrid Monte Carlo with endpoint importance sampling. Details of this method can
be found in the literature [6, 7, 8].
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TABLE II: Monte Carlo results versus exact transfer matrix calculations for the two-neutron spin
singlet S = 0 and spin triplet S = 1.
S = 0 (MC) S = 0 (exact) S = 1 (MC) S = 1 (exact)
ELO(t+ αt/2) [MeV] −2.93(2) −2.9242 24.99(10) 25.030
∂(∆ENLO(t))
∂(∆CI=1)
[104 MeV3] 4.869(6) 4.8620 0.0003(2) 0
∂(∆ENLO(t))
∂
“
CI=1
q2
” [109 MeV5] 1.617(3) 1.6140 −1.853(4) −1.8524
∂(∆ENLO(t))
∂
“
CI=1
S2,q2
” [109 MeV5] −4.85(1) −4.8419 −1.851(4) −1.8524
∂(∆ENLO(t))
∂
“
CI=1
(q·S)2
” [108 MeV5] −6.00(1) −5.9822 7.00(2) 7.0012
∂(∆ENLO(t))
∂
“
CI=1
(iq×S)·k
” [107 MeV5] 0.011(7) 0 7.8(1) 7.8743
∆ENLO(t) [MeV] −0.0252(3) −0.025025 3.349(7) 3.3490
V. PRECISION TESTS
We use systems of two neutrons to test the auxiliary-field Monte Carlo simulations. We
calculate the same observables using both the Monte Carlo code and the exact transfer
matrix without auxiliary fields. We choose a small system so that stochastic errors are
small enough to expose disagreement at the 0.1%− 1% level. We choose the spatial length
of lattice to be L = 4 and set the outer time steps Lto = 2 and inner time steps Lti = 4.
For the first test we choose
∣∣Ψfree〉 to be a spin-singlet state built from the Slater deter-
minant of standing waves |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 with
〈0| ai,j(~n) |ψ1〉 ∝ δi,0δj,1, 〈0| ai,j(~n) |ψ2〉 ∝ δi,1δj,1. (47)
For the second test we choose a spin-triplet state with standing waves
〈0| ai,j(~n) |ψ1〉 ∝ cos(2πn1L )δi,0δj,1, 〈0| ai,j(~n) |ψ2〉 ∝ sin(2πn1L )δi,0δj,1. (48)
Comparisons between Monte Carlo results (MC) and exact transfer matrix calculations
(exact) are shown in Table II. The numbers in parentheses are the estimated stochastic
errors. We see that in each case the agreement is comparable to the estimated stochastic
error.
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VI. RESULTS
We simulate N = 8 and N = 12 neutrons on periodic cube lattices with spatial length
L = 5, 6, 7 lattice units. For each value of N and L we set Lto = 10 and vary Lti from 2 to
12. For
∣∣Ψfree〉 we take the Slater determinant formed by standing waves
〈0| ai,j(~n) |ψ2k+1〉 ∝ fk(~n)δi,0δj,1, 〈0| ai,j(~n) |ψ2k+2〉 ∝ fk(~n)δi,1δj,1, (49)
where
f0(~n) = 1, f1(~n) = cos(
2πn1
L
), f2(~n) = sin(
2πn1
L
),
f3(~n) = cos(
2πn2
L
), f4(~n) = sin(
2πn2
L
), f5(~n) = cos(
2πn3
L
). (50)
For N = 8 we use k = 0, 1, · · · , 3, and for N = 12 we take k = 0, 1, · · · , 5. For each
value of Lti a total of about 10
6 hybrid Monte Carlo trajectories are generated by 1024
processors, each running completely independent trajectories. Averages and stochastic
errors are computed by comparing the results of all 1024 processors.
Let Efree0 be the energy of the ground state for noninteracting neutrons. In Fig. 2 we
show the dimensionless ratios
ELO(t)
Efree0
,
∆ENLO(t)
Efree0
,
ELO(t) + ∆ENLO(t)
Efree0
, (51)
versus Euclidean time t for N = 8 and L = 5, 6, 7. These are labelled using the shorthand
LO, ∆NLO, and NLO respectively. The same quantities are shown in Fig. 3 for N = 12.
The lattice calculations for ∆ENLO(t) require an even number of time steps and so fewer
data points are available. In addition to the Monte Carlo data we plot the asymptotic
expressions,
ELO(t)
Efree0
≈ E0,LO
Efree0
+ Ae−δE·t, (52)
∆ENLO(t)
Efree0
≈ E0,NLO − E0,LO
Efree0
+Be−δE·t/2. (53)
ELO(t) + ∆ENLO(t)
Efree0
≈ E0,NLO
Efree0
+ Ae−δE·t +Be−δE·t/2. (54)
The unknown coefficients A and B, energy gap δE, and ground state energies E0,LO and
E0,NLO are determined by least squares fitting. The e
−δE·t dependence in Eq. (52) comes
from the contribution of the lowest excited state with energy δE above the ground state.
The e−δE·t/2 dependence in Eq. (53) comes from the matrix element of MNLO between the
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FIG. 2: Plots of the three energy ratios defined in Eq. (51) for N = 8 and L = 5, 6, 7. These are
labelled as LO, ∆NLO, NLO respectively.
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FIG. 3: Plots of the three energy ratios defined in Eq. (51) for N = 12 and L = 5, 6, 7. These are
labelled as LO, ∆NLO, NLO respectively.
ground state and the lowest excited state. The reduced chi-square for each fit is shown in
Fig. 2 and 3, and in each case they are close to 1.
We calculate the Fermi momentum kF for each neutron spin from the corresponding
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FIG. 4: Results for E0,NLO/E
free
0 versus Fermi momentum kF . For comparison we show the results
for FP 1981 [12], APR 1998 [13], CMPR v6 and v8′ 2003 [14], SP 2005 [15], and GC 2007 [16].
density. In our case ρ↑ = ρ↓ = N/(2L
3) and so
kF =
1
L
(
3π2N
)1/3
. (55)
In Fig. 4 we show the results for E0,NLO/E
free
0 versus Fermi momentum kF . The error
bars on E0,NLO/E
free
0 represent uncertainties from the asymptotic fits in Eq. (52)-(54). For
comparison we show other results from the literature: FP 1981 [12], APR 1998 [13], CMPR
v6 and v8′ [14], SP 2005 [15], and GC 2007 [16]. We find good agreement near kF = 120
MeV but there is disagreement whether the slope is positive or negative.
VII. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Neutron matter at kF ∼ 80 MeV is close to the idealized unitarity limit, where the S-wave
scattering length is infinite and the range of the interaction is negligible. At lower densities
corrections due to the scattering length become more important, and at higher densities
corrections due to the effective range and other effects become important. In the unitarity
limit the ground state has no dimensionful parameters other than particle density and so
the ground state energy of the system should obey a simple relation E0 = ξE
free
0 for some
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dimensionless constant ξ. The universal nature of the unitarity limit endows it relevance to
several areas of physics, and in atomic physics the unitarity limit has been studied extensively
with ultracold 6Li and 40K atoms using a magnetic-field Feshbach resonance [17, 18, 19, 20].
Recent experiments for ξ have measured the expansion of 6Li and 40K in the unitarity
limit released from a harmonic trap. The measured values for ξ are 0.51(4) [21], 0.46+12−05
[22], and 0.32+10−13 [23]. The discrepancy between these measurements and larger values for
ξ reported in earlier experiments [24, 25, 26] suggests that further work may be needed.
There have been numerous analytic calculations of ξ [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].
The values for ξ vary roughly from 0.2 to 0.6. Fixed-node Green’s function Monte Carlo
calculations have found ξ to be 0.44(1) [37] and 0.42(1) [38]. An estimate based on Kohn-
Sham theory for the two-fermion system in a harmonic trap yields a value of 0.42 [39]. There
have also been simulations of two-component fermions on the lattice in the unitarity limit
at non-zero temperature. When data are extrapolated to zero temperature the results of
[40] produce a value for ξ similar to the fixed-node results. The same is true for [41, 42],
though with significant error bars, while calculations by Lee and Scha¨fer [43, 44] established
a bound, 0.07 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.42.
For finite S-wave scattering length a0 the deviation away from unitarity can be parame-
terized as
E0
Efree0
≈ ξ − ξ1
kFa0
. (56)
Both ξ and ξ1 have been computed using the lattice transfer matrix projection method
discussed above. The results are ξ = 0.25(3) [8] and ξ1 = 1.0(1) [6]. More recent lattice
calculations find similar values for ξ and ξ1 [45, 46, 47]. There is general agreement in the
recent literature on the value of ξ1 [38, 48, 49]. Further work will be needed to resolve the
remaining differences between the various calculations for ξ. We use the values from [8]
and [6] in our analysis.
In addition to the corrections at finite scattering length we expect corrections proportional
to kF r0 due to the S-wave effective range r0. We also expect higher-order corrections away
from the unitarity limit arising from higher powers of 1/(kFa0) and kF r0, as well as other
terms associated with the S-wave shape parameter and triplet P -wave scattering volumes.
In Fig. 5 we show both E0,LO/E
free
0 and E0,NLO/E
free
0 versus kF . For comparison we plot
f(kFa0) = ξ − ξ1
kFa0
, (57)
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FIG. 5: Plot of E0,LO/E
free
0 and E0,NLO/E
free
0 versus kF . For comparison we plot f(kFa0),
f(kFa0) + 0.15kF r0, and f(kFa0) + 0.15kF r0 + (−1.6 fm3)k3F .
with ξ = 0.25, ξ1 = 1.0, and neutron scattering length a0 = −18.5 fm. From Fig. 5 we see
that the NLO energy ratio E0,NLO/E
free
0 is approximately described by
E0,NLO/E
free
0 ≈ f(kFa0) + 0.15kF r0, (58)
where r0 is the neutron effective range 2.7 fm. The kF r0 term in Eq. (58) can be interpreted
as the correction due to the neutron effective range. But as noted above there should also be
corrections from higher powers of 1/(kFa0) and kF r0 and from the S-wave shape parameter
and triplet P -wave scattering volumes. It is not obvious why these higher-order effects are
all numerically small at kF ≈ mπ as the NLO lattice results suggest.
In contrast we see deviations beyond the 1/(kFa0) and kF r0 corrections in the LO lattice
results. As shown in Fig. 5 the leading-order ratio E0,LO/E
free
0 appears to lie on the curve
E0,LO/E
free
0 ≈ f(kFa0) + 0.15kF r0 + (−1.6 fm3)k3F . (59)
We know from the 1S0 phase shifts in Fig. 1 that S-wave scattering for the LO and NLO
actions are nearly identical. This explains the common coefficient of 0.15 in front of kF r0
for both LO and NLO results. Therefore, the difference between LO and NLO results must
come from interactions in higher partial waves.
For the LO action each of triplet P -wave interactions in Fig. 1 are attractive. The
(−1.6 fm3)k3F term in Eq. (59) for the LO action is consistent with the type of correction
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we expect from the negative triplet P -wave scattering volumes. On the other hand, the k3F
correction from P -wave interactions in the NLO action seems to be numerically very small.
To understand this better we probe the relation between low-energy P -wave interactions
and the energy ratio E0,NLO/E
free
0 by varying coefficients of the NLO operators.
The NLO coefficients in Table I were determined by fitting the five data points labelled
by arrows in Fig. 1. We consider four variations of these NLO coefficients. For the first
variation we set the phase shift for the 3P0 data point to zero while keeping other data points
the same. For the second variation we zero out the phase shift of the 3P1 data point while
keeping others the same. For the third variation we zero out only the 3P2 phase shift, and
for the fourth we zero out all three triplet P -waves. The change ∆E0,NLO/E
free
0 due to each
of these variations is plotted in Fig. 6. The results show significant cancellation between
the P -wave contributions. In fact the total contribution from all P -waves is smaller than
any individual contribution. In Fig. 7 we show E0,NLO/E
free
0 and the effect of removing all
triplet P -wave contributions. Both data sets lie approximately on the curve
E0,NLO/E
free
0 ≈ f(kFa0) + 0.15kF r0. (60)
We see that the total effect of the triplet P -wave scattering volumes is small due to cancel-
lations between the J = 0, 1, 2 contributions.
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VIII. SUMMARY
We have discussed lattice simulations of the ground state of dilute neutron matter using
chiral effective field theory at next-to-leading order. In the first paper the coefficients of the
next-to-leading-order lattice action were determined by matching nucleon-nucleon scattering
data for momenta up to the pion mass. In this second paper we used the same lattice action
to simulate the ground state of up to 12 neutrons in a periodic cube using Monte Carlo for
the density range from 2% to 8% of normal nuclear density. We found agreement near
kF = 120 MeV for the ground energy ratio E0/E
free
0 with results in the literature. However
there is disagreement on whether the ratio is slightly increasing or slightly decreasing with
kF .
We analyzed the energy ratio as an expansion about the unitarity limit with corrections
due to finite scattering length, effective range, and P -wave interactions. We find significant
cancellation between the various triplet P -wave contributions to the ground state energy.
We find a good fit to the lattice data using
E0,NLO/E
free
0 ≈ ξ −
ξ1
kFa0
+ 0.15kF r0, (61)
with ξ = 0.25, ξ1 = 1.0. The coefficient in front of kF r0 should be a universal constant and
therefore measurable in other quantum systems near the unitarity limit. In future studies
we will consider larger systems of dilute neutron matter and test model independence of
results in the manner discussed in [1] using several different lattice actions.
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APPENDIX A: LATTICE ACTION
1. Notation
We assume exact isospin symmetry and neglect electromagnetic interactions. ~n repre-
sents integer-valued lattice vectors on a three-dimensional spatial lattice, and ~p, ~q, ~k represent
integer-valued momentum lattice vectors. lˆ = 1ˆ, 2ˆ, 3ˆ are unit lattice vectors in the spatial
directions, a is the spatial lattice spacing, and L is the length of the cubic spatial lattice in
each direction. The lattice time step is at, and nt labels the number of time steps. We
define αt as the ratio between lattice spacings, αt = at/a. Throughout we use dimensionless
parameters and operators, which correspond with physical values multiplied by the appro-
priate power of a. Final results are presented in physical units with the corresponding unit
stated explicitly.
We use a and a† to denote annihilation and creation operators. We make explicit all
spin and isospin indices,
a0,0 = a↑,p, a0,1 = a↑,n, (A1)
a1,0 = a↓,p, a1,1 = a↓,n. (A2)
The first subscript is for spin and the second subscript is for isospin. We use τI with
I = 1, 2, 3 to represent Pauli matrices acting in isospin space and σS with S = 1, 2, 3 to
represent Pauli matrices acting in spin space.
We use the eight vertices of a unit cube on the lattice to define spatial derivatives. For
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each spatial direction l = 1, 2, 3 and any lattice function f(~n), let
∆lf(~n) =
1
4
∑
ν1,ν2,ν3=0,1
(−1)νl+1f(~n+ ~ν), ~ν = ν11ˆ + ν22ˆ + ν33ˆ. (A3)
We also define the double spatial derivative along direction l,
▽
2
l f(~n) = f(~n+ lˆ) + f(~n− lˆ)− 2f(~n). (A4)
2. Local densities and currents
We define the local density,
ρa
†,a(~n) =
∑
i,j=0,1
a†i,j(~n)ai,j(~n), (A5)
which is invariant under Wigner’s SU(4) symmetry [50]. Similarly we define the local spin
density for S = 1, 2, 3,
ρa
†,a
S (~n) =
∑
i,j,i′=0,1
a†i,j(~n) [σS]ii′ ai′,j(~n), (A6)
isospin density for I = 1, 2, 3,
ρa
†,a
I (~n) =
∑
i,j,j′=0,1
a†i,j(~n) [τI ]jj′ ai,j′(~n), (A7)
and spin-isospin density for S, I = 1, 2, 3,
ρa
†,a
S,I (~n) =
∑
i,j,i′,j′=0,1
a†i,j(~n) [σS]ii′ [τI ]jj′ ai′,j′(~n). (A8)
For each static density we also have an associated current density. Similar to the defini-
tion of the lattice derivative ∆l in (A3), we use the eight vertices of a unit cube,
~ν = ν11ˆ + ν22ˆ + ν33ˆ, (A9)
for ν1, ν2, ν3 = 0, 1. Let ~ν(−l) for l = 1, 2, 3 be the result of reflecting the lth-component of
~ν about the center of the cube,
~ν(−l) = ~ν + (1− 2νl)lˆ. (A10)
Omitting factors of i and 1/m, we can write the lth-component of the SU(4)-invariant current
density as
Πa
†,a
l (~n) =
1
4
∑
ν1,ν2,ν3=0,1
∑
i,j=0,1
(−1)νl+1a†i,j(~n + ~ν(−l))ai,j(~n+ ~ν). (A11)
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Similarly the lth-component of spin current density is
Πa
†,a
l,S (~n) =
1
4
∑
ν1,ν2,ν3=0,1
∑
i,j,i′=0,1
(−1)νl+1a†i,j(~n+ ~ν(−l)) [σS]ii′ ai′,j(~n+ ~ν), (A12)
lth-component of isospin current density is
Πa
†,a
l,I (~n) =
1
4
∑
ν1,ν2,ν3=0,1
∑
i,j,j′=0,1
(−1)νl+1a†i,j(~n+ ~ν(−l)) [τI ]jj′ ai,j′(~n+ ~ν), (A13)
and lth-component of spin-isospin current density is
Πa
†,a
l,S,I(~n) =
1
4
∑
ν1,ν2,ν3=0,1
∑
i,j,i′,j′=0,1
(−1)νl+1a†i,j(~n+ ~ν(−l)) [σS]ii′ [τI ]jj′ ai′,j′(~n+ ~ν). (A14)
3. Instantaneous free pion action
The lattice action for free pions with purely instantaneous propagation is
Sππ(πI) = αt(
m2pi
2
+ 3)
∑
~n,nt,I
πI(~n, nt)πI(~n, nt)− αt
∑
~n,nt,I,l
πI(~n, nt)πI(~n + lˆ, nt), (A15)
where πI is the pion field labelled with isospin index I. It is convenient to define a rescaled
pion field, π′I ,
π′I(~n, nt) =
√
qππI(~n, nt), (A16)
qπ = αt(m
2
π + 6). (A17)
Then
Sππ(π
′
I) =
1
2
∑
~n,nt,I
π′I(~n, nt)π
′
I(~n, nt)−
αt
qπ
∑
~n,nt,I,l
π′I(~n, nt)π
′
I(~n + lˆ, nt). (A18)
In momentum space the action is
Sππ(π
′
I) =
1
L3
∑
I,~k
π′I(−~k, nt)π′I(~k, nt)
[
1
2
− αt
qπ
∑
l
cos
(
2πkl
L
)]
. (A19)
The instantaneous pion correlation function at spatial separation ~n is
〈
π′I(~n, nt)π
′
I(~0, nt)
〉
=
∫
Dπ′I π
′
I(~n, nt)π
′
I(~0, nt) exp [−Sππ]∫
Dπ′I exp [−Sππ]
(no sum on I)
=
1
L3
∑
~k
e−i
2pi
L
~k·~nDπ(~k), (A20)
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where
Dπ(~k) =
1
1− 2αt
qpi
∑
l cos
(
2πkl
L
) . (A21)
It is useful also to define the two-derivative pion correlator, GS1S2(~n),
GS1S2(~n) =
〈
∆S1π
′
I(~n, nt)∆S2π
′
I(~0, nt)
〉
(no sum on I)
=
1
16
∑
ν1,ν2,ν3=0,1
∑
ν′1,ν
′
2,ν
′
3=0,1
(−1)νS1 (−1)ν′S2
〈
π′I(~n + ~ν − ~ν ′, nt)π′I(~0, nt)
〉
. (A22)
4. Leading-order transfer matrix LO2
We use the O(a4)-improved free lattice Hamiltonian,
Hfree =
49
12m
∑
~n
∑
i,j=0,1
a†i,j(~n)ai,j(~n)
− 3
4m
∑
~n
∑
i,j=0,1
∑
l=1,2,3
[
a†i,j(~n)ai,j(~n+ lˆ) + a
†
i,j(~n)ai,j(~n− lˆ)
]
+
3
40m
∑
~n
∑
i,j=0,1
∑
l=1,2,3
[
a†i,j(~n)ai,j(~n+ 2lˆ) + a
†
i,j(~n)ai,j(~n− 2lˆ)
]
− 1
180m
∑
~n
∑
i,j=0,1
∑
l=1,2,3
[
a†i,j(~n)ai,j(~n+ 3lˆ) + a
†
i,j(~n)ai,j(~n− 3lˆ)
]
. (A23)
The leading-order transfer matrix designated MLO2 in [7] is
MLO2 =: exp

−Hfreeαt − αt2L3
∑
~q
f(q2)
[
Cρa
†,a(~q)ρa
†,a(−~q) + CI2
∑
I
ρa
†,a
I (~q)ρ
a†,a
I (−~q)
]
+
g2Aα
2
t
8f 2πqπ
∑
S1,S2,I
∑
~n1,~n2
GS1S2(~n1 − ~n2)ρa
†,a
S1,I
(~n1)ρ
a†,a
S2,I
(~n2)

 : . (A24)
where the momentum-dependent coefficient function f(q2) is defined as
f(q2) = f−10 exp
[
−b
∑
l
(1− cos ql)
]
, (A25)
and the normalization factor f0 is determined by the condition
f0 =
1
L3
∑
~q
exp
[
−b
∑
l
(1− cos ql)
]
. (A26)
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The value b = 0.6 gives approximately the correct average effective range for the two S-wave
channels when C and CI2 are properly tuned. C is the coefficient of the Wigner SU(4)-
invariant contact interaction and CI2 is the coefficient of the isospin-dependent contact
interaction. For C and CI2 we use the values
C =
(
3CI=1 + CI=0
)
/4, (A27)
CI2 =
(
CI=1 − CI=0) /4, (A28)
with CI=1 = −3.414× 10−5 MeV−2 and CI=0 = −4.780× 10−5 MeV−2.
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